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Summary 15 

The feasibility of utilizing CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) in liquid scintillator 16 

radioluminescent nuclear batteries to improve battery performance was studied. The 17 

peak position of the radioluminescence emission spectra of liquid scintillator can be 18 

regulated by controlling the QD components. This method is suitable for obtaining a 19 

satisfactory spectral matching between fluorescence materials and photovoltaic devices 20 

to increase the output performance of the battery. In the experiment, CdSe/ZnS QDs 21 

were introduced into Emulsifier-Safe liquid scintillator, and the output properties of 22 

radioluminescent nuclear batteries were investigated via X-ray. Results indicate that the 23 

battery with 15 mg CdSe/ZnS QDs generated the best electric power under different 24 

tube voltages. To analyze the X-ray radioluminescence effects of the liquid scintillator, 25 

the radioluminescence spectra of the Emulsifier-Safe with and without CdSe/ZnS QDs 26 

were measured and compared. The spectral matching degree between the Emulsifier-27 

Safe with different concentrations of CdSe/ZnS QDs and the GaAs device was also 28 

analyzed by considering luminescence utilization in batteries. This framework can 29 

serve as a guide for the development of radioluminescent material system for long-30 

lasting, high-performance power supplies. 31 
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1. INTRODUCTION 34 

Nuclear batteries have great application prospects in space exploration, seabed 35 

monitoring and portable electronic equipment due to their advantages of high energy 36 

density, long life, strong environmental adaptability, and wide selection of materials.1,2 37 

As a representative of particle-transduced nuclear batteries, radioluminescent nuclear 38 

battery is proposed and developed on the basis of a mature and thorough study of 39 

radiovoltaic nuclear battery techniques.3–5 The main difference between the 40 

radioluminescent and radiovoltaic nuclear batteries lies in the former adds an 41 

intermediate energy conversion process, whereas the integrated battery structure adds 42 

a fluorescence material.6–8 The entire energy conversion process of radioluminescent 43 

nuclear battery is from nuclear energy to light energy, which is then reconverted into 44 

electrical energy, which mainly includes the radioluminescence (RL) effect and 45 

photovoltaic (PV) effect.9 The scintillator material can convert high-energy radiation 46 

particles into low-energy visible light, and then combined with energy conversion 47 

technology can achieve electrical energy supply and reduce the radiation damage effect 48 

of PV devices.10,11 Different types of radiation particles can be considered as the 49 

excitation sources of nuclear batteries, among which X-ray has strong penetrating 50 

ability and weak radiation damage effect on devices.12–15 X-ray-based long-life self-51 

powered technology has broad application prospects in many fields such as radiation 52 

safety testing, communication sensing, and high-energy physics research, especially for 53 

the special needs of deep space exploration.16,17 54 

As one kind of mature fluorescence materials, liquid scintillators are directly 55 

sensitive to X-rays or gamma radiation and can be used to change the spectral 56 

wavelength of the rays to the region of visible light.18,19 Furthermore, liquid scintillators 57 

are organic scintillators with high luminous efficiency and are characterized by their 58 

low price, adequate attenuation length, long stability (with careful chemical treatment), 59 

good plasticity, and inherent radiation resistance.20,21 Liquid scintillation can effectively 60 

absorb X-rays, enhance the efficiency of ray capture, and improve the RL response 61 

through inelastic scattering. Given these characteristics, liquid scintillators are 62 

promising candidates for intermediate energy conversion materials in X-ray nuclear 63 

batteries. However, the matching between the liquid scintillators and the photovoltaic 64 

device is not highly satisfactory. As a new type of luminescent materials, quantum dots 65 

(QDs) have the characteristics of high fluorescence quantum efficiency, high carrier 66 
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mobility, adjustable emission wavelength, and good emission stability.22–24 The Stokes 67 

shift of QDs can effectively regulate the emission wavelength of RL. Therefore, QDs 68 

were introduced into liquid scintillator to regulate the emission spectrum and match the 69 

peak of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) curve of the photovoltaic device.25–27 70 

This process provides a feasible candidate for effectively improving battery 71 

performance.28,29 And as of now, nuclear batteries based on liquid scintillators doped 72 

with QDs have been rarely reported. The characteristics of X-ray radioluminescent 73 

nuclear batteries based on Emulsifier-Safe liquid scintillator with and without 74 

CdSe/ZnS QDs under various X-ray intensities were investigated. 75 

The battery structure proposed by this research is shown in Fig. 1, which includes 76 

three parts: X-ray emitter, liquid scintillator doped with QDs, and GaAs device. The 77 

liquid scintillator absorbs X-ray energy and produces RL (about 420 nm blue-violet 78 

light). CdSe/ZnS QDs in liquid scintillator can convert the blue-violet light to the longer 79 

wavelength luminescence, which can effectively generate electron-hole pairs in the 80 

GaAs photovoltaic device, and separate and aggregate to the two ends under the action 81 

of the built-in electric field to form a potential difference. Finally, the battery delivers 82 

an output current after being connected to an external circuit. In this work, we explored 83 

the effects of CdSe/ZnS QDs and liquid scintillators on the modulation and 84 

enhancement of fluorescence, and performed performance analysis based on 85 

radioluminescent nuclear batteries. 86 

 87 

Fig. 1. Schematic of radioluminescent nuclear battery based on X-ray, GaAs device and 88 

Emulsifier-Safe liquid scintillator doped with CdSe/ZnS QDs. 89 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 90 

Emulsifier-Safe liquid scintillator (PerkinElmer 6013381, USA) was used as 91 
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fluorescence material for battery due to its high flash points, good stability, and low 92 

toxicity. Fluorescence lifetime τ and quantum yield φf were measured by a steady-state 93 

and transient-state fluorescence spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments FLS980, the 94 

UK).τ represents the average time when particles exist in an excited state, which is 95 

related to the type of scintillator, activator of the scintillator, concentration of the 96 

wavelength shifter, and temperature. φf can be calculated using the following formula: 97 

=
f

f

f i

K

K K


                           (1) 98 

where Kf is the rate constant of fluorescence emission, and ΣKi is the sum of the rate 99 

constants for non-radiative transitions such as intersystem crossings. Under the 100 

ultraviolet light excitation of 400 nm, Emulsifier-Safe possessed fluorescence lifetime 101 

τ of 1.7 ns and fluorescence quantum yield φf of 96.5%. 102 

Based on the hot injection method, CdSe/ZnS QDs were prepared by reacting 103 

cadmium oxide (CdO), selenium (Se), zinc acetate dihydrate (C4H10O6Zn), and sodium 104 

sulphide (Na2S·9H2O) in octadecylene solution. The optical properties of the 105 

fluorescent material were obtained by a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer 106 

(Agilent Technologies G9800a, Malaysia) and a UV/Vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 107 

UV-2550, Japan). As shown in Fig. 2, the excitation and emission peak wavelength of 108 

Emulsifier-Safe are approximately 396 and 420 nm, and the emission peak wavelength 109 

of CdSe/ZnS QDs is approximately 520 nm. 110 

 111 

Fig. 2. Optical spectra of (a) Emulsifier-Safe and (b) CdSe/ZnS QDs. 112 

The excitation source used for the measurement of the RL emission spectra of 113 
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these fluorescent materials is X-rays. A 50 W Mo X-ray tube (Shanghai KeyWay 114 

Electron Company Ltd. KYW900A, China) was used as a suitable substitute for the 115 

low-energy X-ray source due to safety concerns and convenience. The X-ray tube was 116 

operated with tube voltage U of 30 to 50 kV and tube current I of 800 μA. The tube 117 

voltage was adjusted so that the accelerated electrons can obtain the X-ray with 118 

different average energy levels. The basic specifications of the X-ray tube are listed in 119 

Table S1. X-ray energy spectra were obtained by a silicon drift detector (AMPTEK X-120 

123, USA) under the excitation condition of 30 to 50 kV tube voltage (Fig. 3). 121 

 122 

Fig. 3. X-ray energy spectra for a tube voltage of 30–50 kV. 123 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 124 

3.1 Optical properties of liquid luminescent materials 125 

Different amounts (0–20 mg) of CdSe/ZnS QDs powder were added to the same volume 126 

(8 mL) of Emulsifier-Safe liquid scintillation solution to discuss their RL properties. 127 

The mixture was then placed in an ultrasonic disperser for about 5 minutes in order to 128 

distribute evenly QDs powder. Under the chosen X-ray tube (tube voltage: 30, 35, 40, 129 

45, and 50 kV; tube current: 800 μA) excitation, the patterns of the RL emission spectra 130 

of the Emulsifier-Safe doped with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, and 20 mg of CdSe/ZnS QDs 131 

are also constantly changing, as shown in Fig. 4. Before the addition of CdSe/ZnS QDs, 132 

the emission peak wavelength of the pure Emulsifier-Safe has only one main peak at 133 

about 420 nm. With the gradual addition of QDs, a new and stronger main peak 134 

appeared at approximately 520 nm in the mixture. As more and more QDs were 135 

dissolved in Emulsifier-Safe liquid scintillator, the colour of the mixture turned from 136 
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blue to blue-green then to a deep, steady yellow-green. The spectral curve also shows a 137 

changing trend one after another. The relative luminescence intensities at 520 nm 138 

increased significantly with the increasing amount of CdSe/ZnS QDs. Conversely, the 139 

RL relative intensities at 420 nm decreased with the increasing QDs. As the amount of 140 

CdSe/ZnS QDs in the mixed liquid increases, the QDs can absorb more RL from the 141 

liquid scintillator. The photoluminescence relative intensities at 520 nm reached the 142 

maximum when 20 mg of CdSe/ZnS QDs were completely dissolved in 8 mL of 143 

Emulsifier-Safe liquid scintillator. The added QDs serve a dual function, which can not 144 

only effectively transfer the RL peak wavelength of the liquid scintillation, and also 145 

efficiently absorb fluorescent photons and improve the overall luminescence emission 146 

intensity.30–32 Moreover, the relative RL intensity of the Emulsifier-Safe was enhanced 147 

with increasing tube voltage, but the peak wavelengths remained steady and unchanged. 148 

 149 

Fig. 4. RL emission spectra of Emulsifier-Safe doped with (a) 0, (b) 1, (c) 2, (d) 3, (e) 150 

4, (f) 5, (g) 10, (h) 15, and (i) 20 mg CdSe/ZnS QDs. Illustrations are the pictures of 151 

these experimental samples illuminated by 365 nm ultraviolet light. 152 

It is worth noting that in this process, the amount of QDs should also be controlled. 153 

Comparing before and after adding a certain amount of QDs, the peak emission 154 
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wavelength of these mixed samples has effectively shifted, but the overall relative RL 155 

intensity has also decreased to a certain extent. Although the more the amount of QDs, 156 

the stronger the light absorption, but it will also reduce the transmission of the 157 

fluorescent material (Fig. 5). The absorbance (A) and transmittance (T) can be expressed 158 

as follows: 159 

0 tlg(1 / ) lg( / )A T I I                         (2) 160 

where I0 is the intensity of incident light, and It is the intensity of transmission light. 161 

The transmittance of the mixed liquor decreases with the increase of QDs amount. A 162 

series of troughs at 490–530 nm was observed in the transmittance curves after the 163 

addition of CdSe/ZnS QDs in the liquid scintillator. The transmittance decreased by 164 

about 25% at around 515 nm, when the QDs amount increased from 10 mg to 20 mg. 165 

As the content of QDs in the mixed liquid increases, the RL intensity at the peak 166 

emission wavelength of the liquid scintillation at 420 nm gradually decreases, and at 167 

the same time, the turbidity of the solution also increases, the self-absorption effect is 168 

stronger, and the intensity at the peak wavelength of 520 nm also decreases. Therefore, 169 

the luminescence intensity of the mixed liquid was weakened by the high density of 170 

CdSe/ZnS QDs in the liquid scintillator. 171 

 172 

Fig. 5. (a) Absorption and (b) transmission spectra of the Emulsifier-Safe liquid 173 

scintillator doped with different amounts (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, and 20 mg) of 174 

CdSe/ZnS QDs. 175 

Fig. 6 reflects the RL test result pictures of Emulsifier-Safe doped with 0, 15, and 176 

20 mg of CdSe/ZnS QDs. The closer to the X-ray emission port, the stronger the 177 

intensity of the RL. As the tube voltage increases, the X-ray field and range also 178 

gradually expand. Moreover, the luminescence intensities increased significantly with 179 
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increasing tube voltage and reached the maximum at tube voltages as high as 50 kV, as 180 

well as the other cases (Emulsifier-Safe doped with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 mg of CdSe/ZnS 181 

QDs). Fig. 7 shows the photon count statistics of Emulsifier-Safe on the horizontal 182 

plane under the excitation condition of 50 kV tube voltage, based on the results of 183 

multiple measurements by the camera. 184 

 185 

Fig. 6. Images of Emulsifier-Safe doped with 0, 15, and 20 mg CdSe/ZnS QDs under 186 

different X-ray parameters (tube voltage: 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 kV; tube current: 800 187 

μA) excitation were taken by EMCCD camera. 188 

 189 
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Fig. 7. Counting statistics of RL images of Emulsifier-Safe taken by EMCCD camera 190 

under 50 kV tube voltage. 191 

3.2 Spectral coupling and matching analysis 192 

GaAs device was used as the photoelectric converter of radioluminescent nuclear 193 

battery due to direct bandgap, large light absorption coefficient, wide bandgap, low 194 

leakage currents, high radiation resistance and a series of advantages.33–35 The spectral 195 

response of the GaAs device to the fluorescent material is shown in Fig. 8. But before 196 

adding CdSe/ZnS QDs, when there is only Emulsifier-Safe, the emitted RL was mainly 197 

concentrated in the low response section. As the amount of QDs increases, the peak 198 

wavelength was red-shifted, and the luminous intensity gradually increased, as well as 199 

the proportion in the high response interval of the GaAs device. The higher the amount 200 

of QDs in the liquid scintillation system, the more the peak wavelength of the RL 201 

emission shifts from 420 nm to 520 nm, which is also more conducive to the absorption 202 

application of GaAs device (normalized EQE can be as high as 90%~97.5%). Even 203 

though the overall RL intensity was lost to some extent after mixing the Emulsifier-204 

Safe and CdSe/ZnS QDs, the photoelectric response capacity of the adjusted RL 205 

emission spectra under the GaAs devices were greatly improved. 206 

 207 

Fig. 8. Normalized EQE of the GaAs device and RL emission spectra of Emulsifier-208 

Safe doped with CdSe/ZnS QDs under excitation of 50 kV tube voltage and 800 μA 209 

tube current. 210 

3.3 Electrical performance of liquid nuclear battery 211 
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The I–V characteristic curves of radioluminescent nuclear batteries were measured by 212 

a dual-channel system source-meter instrument (Keithley Model 2636A, USA) at room 213 

temperature. Fig. 9 shows the changes in electrical properties of the batteries at different 214 

tube voltages as a function of CdSe/ZnS QDs amount (0–20 mg). 215 

 216 

Fig. 9. Electrical properties of the batteries at different tube voltages as a function of 217 

CdSe/ZnS QDs amount: (a) Isc, (b) Voc, (c) Pmax, and (d) FF. The tube current remained 218 

unchanged at 800 μA. 219 

Under the excitation of a specific tube voltage, with the increase of the QDs 220 

amount, the short-circuit current (Isc) and maximum output power (Pmax) gradually 221 

increased and reached saturation, but although the values of the open-circuit voltage 222 

(Voc) and fill factor (FF) fluctuate, the overall change was not large. As the tube voltage 223 

increases, the performance optimization effect is more obvious. However, there are also 224 

competitions and trade-offs in this process. After adding about 15 mg of CdSe/ZnS QDs, 225 

the effect of spectrum adjustment can make the battery output power reach a better 226 

value. The output performance of the battery with 20 mg of QDs is lower than that with 227 

15 mg. This is mainly because the amount of QDs continues to increase, the light 228 

transmittance of the mixed liquid gradually decreases, but the increase in light intensity 229 
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value is not large enough. Moreover, the luminescence intensity at 520 nm is almost 230 

similar for 15 and 20 mg of QDs, but the luminescence intensity for 20 mg of QDs is 231 

less than that for 15 mg at 420 nm. From the above optical and electrical performance 232 

test results, it can be seen that under the experimental conditions when the amount of 233 

quantum dots added is about 15 mg, it is relatively advantageous in a comprehensive 234 

contest of all parties. Therefore, it can be known that optimizing the coupling response 235 

between energy conversion components in the radioluminescent nuclear battery can 236 

effectively improve its overall output performance. 237 

4. CONCLUSIONS 238 

The liquid scintillator radioluminescent nuclear battery enhanced by CdSe/ZnS QDs 239 

was demonstrated by using an X-ray tube to be equivalent to a series of low-energy X-240 

ray sources. The RL intensity at 520 nm increased significantly with increasing 241 

CdSe/ZnS QDs in Emulsifier-Safe under the same excitation condition. As the 242 

proportion of QDs in the mixed solution increases, the corresponding transmittance 243 

gradually decreases, and the degree of spectral coupling response between the 244 

fluorescent material and GaAs device is also enhanced. As a consequence, when 15 mg 245 

CdSe/ZnS QDs are added, the Pmax of the battery is increased by 19.19% compared 246 

with the Emulsifier-Safe liquid scintillator only, under the excitation of X-ray at 45 kV 247 

tube voltage and 800 μA tube current. On the basis of liquid scintillation, QD doping is 248 

used to control the emission wavelength, thereby improving the coupling and matching 249 

of the spectrum, improving energy utilization, and optimizing the performance of the 250 

nuclear battery. The synergistic enhancement effect and energy conversion technology 251 

can also be effectively applied to more fields of optical detection and sensing. 252 

 253 

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 254 

See supplementary material for more information about the optical properties of 255 

Emulsifier-Safe liquid scintillator, the microscopic characterization of CdSe/ZnS QDs, 256 

and experimental materials and test devices. 257 
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Brief Description/Graphical abstract: A technique that uses liquid scintillator and quantum 386 

dots coordinated regulation technology to optimize the performance of radioluminescent 387 

nuclear battery is proposed. Liquid scintillation converts radiant energy into light energy, and 388 

quantum dots adjust emission wavelength on this basis. This synergistic regulation and 389 

enhancement effect of nanomaterials can effectively improve the output performance of 390 

optoelectronic devices. Such nanomaterials provide a new idea for the development of energy 391 

conversion technologies and open up endless possibilities for their application. 392 
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